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About This Game

Infinite Survival is a roguelike survival game with turn-based gameplay. The game features a completely procedurally
generated open world.

Craft new items and weapons, lay traps and defences, use stealth to evade enemies, and explore in any fashion you want. Survive
for four days!

Key Features

 Randomly generated world

 Turn-based roguelike with permanent death

 Unique crafting system which allows you to create equipment by combining them together

 Skill system with over 24 skills

 More than 70 items

 Dynamic weather and day-night cycle

 Difficulty system : easy, normal, hard, insane
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 Character Customization
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Title: Infinite Survival
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A nice little half maze, half puzzler.
. what a bad game? how to jump ? 3 point? are you folish? this game just make me feel unhappy!. This game broke my
achivement pop-up's dromen stream.

IGN 10\/10. It's not a bad game, but considering the many positive reviews I'd like to show some criticism.

The overall plot is quite all right, but it hasn't been written that well. Dialogues often seemed fake or unnatural. It felt like
reading a romantic fantasy novel catering to teenage girls, with people telling you how awesome you are, and how right you were
all along. And then there were, of course, the romances. They were unrealistic at best, and at times even extremely
inappropriate. Stan drunk kissing Daphné after having met him only once? The option to sleep with him after having met him
twice?? And then Frank getting angry at Daphné for being unfaithful, even though I declined???

As for making choices, which appears to be one of the primary features. There were too many involuntary events where I
would've expected a choice. If the game presents a certain subplot as a choice at first, it will need to uphold that for the rest of
that subplot. Say, if I choose to form a good relationship with some character, it's really frustrating to see an involuntary event
mess that all up. I suppose the real focus of Along the Edge lies on the many different storylines you can play, so I may give it
another playthrough some time.

But for now, I'd give it a 6/10. Chronicles of Emerland Solitaire is a great high-low solitaire game. The graphics are beautiful.
The card play is smooth and engaging. The power-ups are in the form of companions you recruit as you advance the plot of the
story. You can also buy wild cards. The last level is actually a bit challenging with the Golem periodically setting your cards on
fire. You can replay any hand just after you finish it, in case you think that you can (or need to) do better.

People complain about the game counting their incomplete chapters as failed. The devs have tried to fix this and been unable to,
so just roll with it. I simply played in 10 hand segments (takes about 20 minutes) and then exited when the following section's
first hand was dealt. No issues at all.

Took 13 hours to finish the whole game with all achievements. The nice thing about the achievements is that they reward you
for half-measures. What I mean is, you need to complete half the chapters with top rating. You get top-rating by getting perfect
on 5 out of the 10 hands. You get an achievement for getting half the amulets from the store. In this way, there is nothing
compelling players to grind hands to get everything perfect, except their OCD perhaps.

Highly recommended!. A kinda boring after a while but, it is bullet hell so.

ᕙ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ᕗ. ʜᴀʀᴅᴇʀ, ʙᴇᴛᴛᴇʀ, ғᴀsᴛᴇʀ, ᴅᴏɴɢᴇʀ .ᕙ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ᕗ ᕙ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ᕗ. ʜᴀʀᴅᴇʀ, ʙᴇᴛᴛᴇʀ, ғᴀsᴛᴇʀ, ᴅᴏɴɢᴇʀ .ᕙ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ᕗ ᕙ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ᕗ.
ʜᴀʀᴅᴇʀ, ʙᴇᴛᴛᴇʀ, ғᴀsᴛᴇʀ, ᴅᴏɴɢᴇʀ .ᕙ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ᕗ ᕙ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ᕗ. ʜᴀʀᴅᴇʀ, ʙᴇᴛᴛᴇʀ, ғᴀsᴛᴇʀ, ᴅᴏɴɢᴇʀ .ᕙ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ᕗ ᕙ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ᕗ. ʜᴀʀᴅᴇʀ,
ʙᴇᴛᴛᴇʀ, ғᴀsᴛᴇʀ, ᴅᴏɴɢᴇʀ .ᕙ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ᕗ ᕙ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ᕗ. ʜᴀʀᴅᴇʀ, ʙᴇᴛᴛᴇʀ, ғᴀsᴛᴇʀ, ᴅᴏɴɢᴇʀ .ᕙ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ᕗ. >Buys the game thinking that there
was going to be laid-back gameplay
>Plays for only 30 minutes
>Is now distressed

My thoughts;

-Difficult yet ideal gameplay
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-Great visuals
-Nice tunes that play in the background
-The level editor is a plus
-Endless mode is a fast paced challenge, another plus!

"Great game, would press the wrong arrow key again." - IzaacGN. An absolutlely stellar final part in this amazing trilogy. If
you've played the others in this series, and even if you haven't (though you most definitely should), you owe it to yourself to
read this.. Not actually naked.

R.I.P. LGBT Community.
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This game is GREAT! Very fun to play. Reminds me of a combination of Flight (old DOS game) and UN Squadron.. This game
is surprisingly complex for how simple it seems.

Killed a fire fairy in what turned out to be dense forest. Found myself hacking through bushes desperately trying to escape the
wildfire I had created.

I did not escape

Quality Roguelike. Great ambient, scary music and a fascinating story.. For a first time game for these two gentleman I must
applaud them. And two years to complete. I've been waiting for some games for years and they have a budget and a whole team
working on it. This game has lots of aspects to it and can always add more content and story lines. There is really no end to it.
You are really trying to survive from the elements, animals, everything you would expect from mother nature!

For the price you can't go wrong. I didn't have any trouble with hardware and the game ran smooth mostly. A few crashes when
it came to loading from dying and such. But not anything a million dollar title hasn't had.

And why doesn't Steam have spell check!!!? lol

Good job developers! Thanks for a very challenging game!. the physics, idea, and explosions are very good but it makes trash
pc's explode faster than thanos can snap.. You really need to play this if your parents are beating the livin jesus christ and all the
holy saints out of you
[NOKAPPA]. This game is totally worth ten bucks as-is, at least on Feb 1 2015! Great optional challenges which don't force
you to solve them in order to move on to the next level. Yet for some reason, I've been trying to complete every optional 'star'
objective before I do move on, because the puzzles are fair and make you feel smart afterward :) I like that most levels have
multiple ways to complete them. A few bonus objectives might feel a bit forced into one solution, given the constraints. If that
happens too often, I call it "guess the dev's solution!!!" gameplay - luckily this game largely avoids it. Great idea and well
executed.. not best graphics, looks more like a demo, but biggest problem is to fight in a small room. why its not possible to
move character with the controllerpad? please change that and i will buy it again.. LD is a metroidvania-lite platformer thats
exploration based with good music and ambient sounds. Basically you are running and jumping all over the map trying to find
items to help you find a way back to your moon. The visual design is distinctive and well done, if it's to your taste that's another
matter entirely though. If you are a genre fan you chould check it out.. dont you ever buy this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
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